
The best way to...

•Meet a new neighbour? 

•Cut your food bill in half? 

•Get a seat on crowded buses? 

•Turn people’s heads? 

•Catch a mouse?



The best way to...

•Light a fire with 2 sticks?

•Make a cigarette lighter?

•Stop a cockerel crowing on a 
Sunday?

•Cover an old cushion?

•Communicate with a fish?



In three words I can sum up everything I've 
learned about life: it goes on. 
Robert Frost 

Do not dwell in the past, do not dream of the 
future, concentrate the mind on the present 
moment. 
Buddha 

A life spent making mistakes is not only more 
honorable, but more useful than a life spent 
doing nothing. 
George Bernard Shaw 



Life is a dream for the wise, a game for the fool, 
a comedy for the rich, a tragedy for the poor. 
Sholom Aleichem 

A man who dares to waste one hour of time has 
not discovered the value of life. 
Charles Darwin 

Don't go around saying the world owes you a 
living. The world owes you nothing. It was here 
first. 
Mark Twain 



Life is what happens while you are busy making 
other plans. 
John Lennon 

Every man dies. Not every man really lives. 
William Wallace 

You will never be happy if you continue to 
search for what happiness consists of. You will 
never live if you are looking for the meaning of 
life. 
Albert Camus 



How to Write a Limerick



Молодой человек из Тюмени
Каждый день ел на завтрак пельмени.

Он и впрок их сушил,

Он и в суп их крошил, --

Так и съел все пельмени Тюмени.



Старушку одну из Самары
Ночами будили кошмары:

Как будто везде, --

Ну буквально везде! --

Закончен прием стеклотары.



There once was a farmer from leeds
Who swallowed a packet of seeds
It soon came to pass
He was covered with grass
But has all the tomatoes he needs



There once was a young lady named Bright
Whose speed was much faster than light

She set out one day

In a relative way
And returned on the previous night



• There once was a boy named Dan, 
who wanted to fry in a pan. 
He tried and he tried, 
and eventually died, 
that weird little boy named Dan.



• There was a dear lady of Eden,
Who on apples was quite fond of feedin';
She gave one to Adam,
Who said, "Thank you, Madam," And then 
both skedaddled from Eden.


